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Beth Probst is a non-athlete. Or so she believes. After a few too-many mojitos at a dinner party
with friends (including a few "real" runners) she decides to give running a try. So she signs up for
a half-marathon. After all, everyone seems to be doing it. And she's Finnish-stubborn. She's
never run, but… how hard can it be?After a not-even-mediocre first attempt, one plus-size would-
be runner discovers a truth about breaking into running from a sedentary state: it's hard. Really
hard. Like… F-bomb hard. But instead of quitting, she digs in and discovers the mental, physical,
and wardrobe challenges of her undertaking— and the rewards.
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A Runner’s NoteThis book is about finishing. It is not about winning a race, enhancing your
performance or setting a new world record by utilizing some ultra-hip training plan. This is simply
a book of tips, tricks and tales about what happens when you want to be a runner and…In other
words, running is not central to your breathing. You are a strong believer that running is a means
to an end. That running is exercise. That the running culture is cool and you aren’t sure that you
have a place within it, but you want to show up anyway. You don’t know where to start. More
importantly, you don’t know if you belong or have earned the right to show up.I am clinically
defined as morbidly obese. My doctor would say I’m active and have great overall health (due in
part to running) but that I could stand to lose weight. She’s motivating and an amazing primary
care doctor, so she doesn’t focus on numbers, but all the wisdom on Google says shedding a
hundred pounds or so would be good for me.My background is in marketing. I have absolutely
zero authority or knowledge in terms of the advice I’m going to share in this book. So why read it?
Think about it for a minute. Statistically speaking, if 1,000 people line up for a race and there are
ten medals, then 99.1% must lose the race in order for ten to win. Yet, every training book on the
market focuses on winning races. Sure, the challenge may be about winning the race with
yourself – setting personal records, enhancing your performance, and realizing the sacrifice this
takes – as opposed to actually winning top competitive honors. Don’t get me wrong. I’m super-
competitive and I love to win. I also know that in order to win, you have to do the work. And I’d
suggest that sometimes a hobby should be based on a self-imposed dare, just for fun.Where is



the book for the individual who is tired of believing they can’t run successfully because of some
arbitrary standard they’ve heard over and over again? That somehow their waistline determines
if they are worthy, or worse yet, capable of finishing a race. That someone this size, my size,
couldn’t possibly cross a finish line without seriously hurting themselves.I’m going to call bullshit
on that. In fact, that’s exactly what I did, to start. In 2011, I ran my first half marathon. Spoiler
alert: I didn’t die and I didn’t finish first. But I did it. The reality is, you can too. If you do the work,
or heck, even if you don’t do it all, you’ve earned the right to line up and prove to yourself that
your grit, determination and desire is just as strong as that of the person next to you. Equally
important: you can still have a life. You can make a conscious decision to say that running a race
is just one part of your being. You can decide, “I want to run, and work full-time, and be a great
mom, and enjoy cocktails with my friends and occasionally skip a Saturday run and eat a pizza.”
Will that have consequences? Sure. You’ll likely land in the back of the pack with me. Frankly, the
view is better and less crowded on my end of the course. The cowbells aren’t quite as loud. The
crowds at the finish line are thinner, as is the line for the post-race port-a-potty visits, and if you
are really lucky, you may still score a hot shower. Heck, the medal is even the same.Over the
years, I’ve read a lot of books, listened to a lot of podcasts and sought the advice of many
friends. Some of them even agreed to contribute to this book. Their essays and words of wisdom
come from a vantage point much further up the finishing line, but have inspired me to keep going
when I was definitely ready to quit. I’ve attempted to share this wisdom with a little bit of humility
in the hope that it will remind you what you’ve always known; that you are a runner if, and when,
you choose to run.So, if you have ever had a longing in your heart to line up for a race, but
allowed that insecure, internal voice tell you that you aren’t good enough… this book is for you.
You are good enough. You belong. You will crush your goal of running a race, but you will do it on
your terms. So buckle up and learn why being last is sometimes best.

PreludeJune, 2011My first marathon memory dates back to the 90s. I was sitting near the finish
line of Grandma’s Marathon in Duluth, Minnesota, watching hordes of people push themselves
to the brink. It was one of those hot, humid days that make Minnesotans long for winter. To
escape the heat, I wandered away from the crowds toward the bay. It was then that I noticed a
man hunched over, an aluminum blanket wrapped around his stick-like figure. In his hand, he
cradled a massive sub, ready to be devoured. Before eating it, he made a rookie mistake. He
placed it on the hood of his car and wandered back toward the trunk.I cringed, anticipating what
would come next. Within seconds, like a scene from Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds, seagulls
descended on the sub. The man screamed and made a desperate, feeble attempt to scare the
birds away, but the damage was done. The man, hunched in a fetal position, looked utterly
defeated. These are the moments Nike should showcase in their ads.Part of me felt for him, but
a single word escaped my mouth: “idiot.” The sentiment wasn’t directed at the man for being a
clueless tourist in Seagull Central, but for opting, or more specifically, desiring to do this whole
marathon-running business. I walked away in disbelief.Fast-forward to today and I’m skimming



The Non-Marathon Runner’s Guide to Running a Marathon. Without a doubt, I am losing my
mind.It started with a simple dinner party featuring a menu chock full of cheesy appetizers,
hearty burgers and brats, summer sides, fatty desserts and an open bar of margaritas, mojitos,
beer and plenty of wine. It was a perfect summer night with amazing weather, meaningful
conversation and extraordinary people.At nine pm, one of the guests announced that he needed
to make an early exit. It turned out he was running a 5K at midnight that night, followed by
another race at seven am the following morning. As he wandered to his car, the conversation of
running came up. One of the more athletic guests at the table mentioned that she was taking a
break from half marathons. This, of course, came after she completed the Grandma’s Half
Marathon at six-and-a-half months pregnant.While far from athletic, I am competitive, and the
conversation (combined with one too many mojitos) left me feeling a bit pathetic. This feeling
passed as another round of drinks was poured and I came to the conclusion that they were in
fact the crazy ones, not lazy-me.Something had changed. On Saturday, I rolled out of bed later
than usual. A dull ache rang in the back of my head. While glancing at the clock, I acknowledged
that I had wasted the better half of a morning on a glorious summer day. As I made my way to the
shower, I thought back to the previous night’s conversation and to running. As the competitive
wheels started spinning in my head, I realized running might be one way to address the
lackluster results from my recent annual physical. And, with my impending 35th birthday just a
few years away, (wherein, rumor has it, your entire body shuts down), I figured: if not today,
when? It was at this moment I decided tot run a half marathon. It was June 30, 2011.Folklore
says that when asked why anyone would want to climb Mount Everest, Sir Edmund Hillary
replied, “because it’s there.” Profound, I know. It was this very sentiment, coupled with a fresh
Mojito and a few marginal medical results, that drove me to pick up a book that I had purchased
at a garage sale and promptly shelved over a year ago. Glancing at a calendar, I determined that
the premiere fall race in northern Wisconsin was a mere fifteen weeks away. The race course
was flat, scenic and full of walkers who use the race as a way to enjoy a Fall walk in the woods. It
seemed like the perfect fit for the non-runner who just wants to show people she can finish a
race. What I didn’t know then was that nearly ten years later, I would still be running, the athletic
idiot would be me, and I’d still be on a quest to prove that, in fact, anyone can be a runner.

Chapter OneTrainingI’m going to let you in on a little secret. While I’m borderline plus-size, I’m
active. By active, I mean I enjoy hiking and do make weekly visits to the gym (in pre- COVID-19
days) where I spend time socializing and making modest attempts at getting my heart rate up. It
turns out, even this minor degree of regular movement will help prepare me for what’s about to
be the toughest physical challenge I’ve set out on.After flipping through the first few pages of my
training book and spending several hours on the internet researching how to avoid losing a
toenail while running, I decide it’s time to take action. The great thing is, day one of training
doesn’t really involve running. Instead, it’s primarily walking.I head outside into the bright July
sunshine, proud that I’m following through on my goal. I start walking. But then I start to get



bored. It seems like if I am going to be a runner, I should be running. Fast. So, I take everything I
had spent the morning reading and promptly discard it, in favor of following my (untrained) gut
instinct to just run.I run. It isn’t pretty. Within thirty seconds I am panting and my legs are
indignantly questioning why I’m ruining what was a lovely walk. Due to improper support, my
boobs are bouncing around like jello and with only the sound of my own panting to break the
monotony of my feet slapping the pavement, I quickly become unamused, then utterly
exhausted. I round the corner, fearful someone might see this humiliating display of athleticism,
so I slow to a crawl. I hunch, attempting to fill my lungs with air, and realize one does not wake up
one day and run a half marathon.Once I catch my breath, I resume walking. After all, that’s what
I’m supposed to be doing, anyway. It’s during these moments when I have the first of many, many
pivotal moments where I find myself on the verge of quitting. Nobody knew about my plan to run.
Nobody would care if I didn’t run. Frankly, right now, exhausted after a mere minute of sprinting, I
could say one hundred percent, without a doubt, I am not a runner.I work my way home. My feet
hurt. I’m hot and sweaty in the unforgiving afternoon July sun. Mosquitoes taunt me, reminding
me that I am, in fact, a loser. Who was I to think I could just start running? By the time I arrive
home, I feel defeated.This isn’t the first time I’ve run, only to find myself out of breath. However,
this was the first time I did it intentionally, with the thought that I would run thirteen miles.Nobody
likes to be average at something, especially me. Why would anyone choose to be mediocre? No,
thanks. As I enter the house, I plan to put this silly notion to bed and resume my average
existence as a non-runner. I flop on the couch and flip open a Diet Coke. Within seconds, the
can is half-drained. I grab my laptop to get the latest updates on Facebook, when I notice the
browser full of inspirational running quotes still open. I‘d been reading them while attempting to
get my mojo on, pre-run. One quote immediately jumps out at me. It is entirely cliché, but John
Bingham hits home with a simple quote: “The miracle isn’t that I finished. The miracle is that I
had the courage to start.”Lazy-me says to close the browser and move on with life. But another
part of me wonders how much worse it could really get than my maiden “run”. All 240 pounds of
me had geared up and run, even if only for one minute. I hadn’t died. In fact, I probably could
have gone much longer if I had followed my training schedule. Lying on the couch, I decide that
maybe I should give this another shot. That perhaps I shouldn’t listen to my gut, but instead
follow an actual training program. I re-read the first few chapters of my guide and decide that
tomorrow will be a better day. Tomorrow I will start over, while taking today’s lessons to heart.Day
two is much better. Which leads to day three, day four, and… year nine. The crazy thing, though,
is even after a dozen-plus races and hundreds of training runs, the hardest part remains lacing
up my shoes and just starting. As challenging as mile ten or eleven may be in a half marathon,
the mind games I play with myself about getting out and running are incomparable. The excuses
are endless. The weather is never quite right and treadmills are hard on my knees. Over the
years, my mojo has ebbed and flowed, but for the most part it still tries to get in my way when it’s
time to lace up.Another thing that hasn’t changed is my love for Googling training plans. I think
part of me is seeking that perfect plan that isn’t a ton of work but yields awesome results. Let me



save you the trouble of doing the same. It doesn’t exist. The truth is, training is hard. Even for
those of us who just want to finish, you have to put in the work.Training TipsGoogle “beginner
running plans” and expect to be inundated. Add to that the number of apps, podcasts, books and
other training tools out there right now and you could spend a lot of time researching and not
running.Over the years, I’ve modified which plan I’m using based on certain milestones in my life.
That said, there are a few time-tested plans that have fed my inner desire for minimal days
training and maximum results. Don’t confuse this with ease. Instead, consider it a “manageable”
approach.Dawn Dais and her 20-week Half marathon Training Schedule: This plan is from my
first-and one of my favorite-running books, called, The Non- Runner’s Marathon Guide for
Women. I went from mojitos to the finish line in my first race using this book. This is also the plan
I used in my first race after having a baby.Hal Higdon and his portfolio of training tools. I’d guess
some would call him a running god. I’ve used a variety of sources from him, including his app
and his novice running plan. I’ve perused his half marathon training book and have opted-in on
various training plans, depending on my mood. While I don’t think the two are directly
connected, it was under Hal’s plan that I had my best PR and finally cleared the 15-minute per
mile mark on a half marathon.Runner’s World. I’ll be honest, for years I subscribed to Runner’s
World because I figured that’s what runners who love to read did. A few issues in, I actually
discovered I loved reading the entire magazine. There was a wealth of information I found useful
in it, and it became my go-to source for information and inspiration on a number of occasions.
They have a whole suite of training plans that have been helpful over the years. What’s even
crazier is in 2012 they actually interviewed me about my insecurities around running.These
resources and the individuals who created them are smart. They are trained and educated
individuals who base their plans on science. I strongly urge you to find a plan that fits your
lifestyle and then use it. But in general, here’s the scoop:Most of these plans are very similar. In
general, your longest run before a half marathon is eleven miles. Each week, it’s good to get out
at least three times and do a pace run, a shorter but fast run, and a long run. I generally saved
my long runs for the weekend. I discovered over the years that if your goal is to finish, it’s really
about consistency. Cutting a six-mile run to five miles won’t prevent you from finishing. Starting a
plan and getting to week five and then taking a four-week break because you lost your mojo
(yes, that’s a real thing), that’s a different story. If you’re a gal like me: you might as well
acknowledge that you’re starting over at square one at that point.It’s also worth noting that
muscle memory is a real thing and adrenaline helps. These two things will help you substantially
on race day. But, in order to have muscle memory, you need to build it first. Adrenaline might
carry you two to three miles, but it can’t run an entire race for you.

Alisa’s StoryJust StartBy Alisa KolwitzI love running! It’s hard to believe that I was so
apprehensive about starting. I didn’t feel like I could be a runner. Important things I’ve learned
about running:• Stretch and then stretch more.• Warm up.• Have a training plan if you want to run
a race.• Invest in good shoes, bras, pants and socks.• Don’t eat seafood drowned in butter the



night before the race.If you don’t feel like you can be a runner, but you want to try, here are a few
of my experiences. Laugh with me and be encouraged. If I can do this, you can too!Beth, first I
just want to say that you are an inspiration! I met Beth shortly after she had her son, and just
before I had mine. We became friends on social media, and I would see Beth’s posts about her
training runs,the races she was planning on and her finishing pictures. I thought, “this woman is
so cool. I want to be on her level.”So, I got brave one day and made plans with a friend to do a
local 5k color run. It was so scary just signing up. I’m not athletic in the slightest. In fact, I have
balance issues and I often trip over my own feet. I’m overweight and basically deaf in one ear.
So, you know, a perfect mix for grace and agility. I should also mention that I’m really good at
making excuses for myself. My inner voice can be very mean.But as I got going and started to
push myself a little harder and started to praise myself for meeting my goals, I started to really
enjoy running.Lumbering along at a frightfully slow pace, two sports bras on, and my thighs
chafing, I did my first color run. Well, I didn’t actually run the entire run. I took lots of walking
breaks to choke on the colored powder, but it felt so amazing to cross the finish line. It was my
mini-Olympic moment. Two very sweet volunteers patted me on the back and handed me a
cookie. My husband met me at the finish with our son and it just felt glorious!I was so pleased
with my progress that I just kept running. I would get home from work, feed my family dinner and
go on a run every other day. It became my happy habit. As the weather got colder and the sun
set earlier, I eventually had say good-bye to my nightly outdoor run. What I didn’t realize was the
incredible stress reliever running had been. I really started to miss it over the winter and wanted
to get back at it. The only answer for me in northern Wisconsin in the dead of winter was a gym
membership. I didn’t want to go to the gym and exercise amid actual fit people. People who
seem to know what they’re doing. No, sir. But that was the only option.After debating with myself
for over a month, I walked into the gym and signed up. Victory! Yay me! I went for it! I put on my
new shoes, hopped on the treadmill and then… fell off the treadmill ten minutes into my first
indoor run. That was a fun one! Mirrors all over the dang place and me falling off the treadmill for
everyone to see. Great. . I felt so out of place. But I wanted to stick with it. Running felt so good I
couldn’t give it up. So, to keep moving along in my progress, I signed up for a 15k in the spring.
To be honest, the finishers metal and swag bag was pretty cool, and they said there would be
chocolate at the finish line.My husband and I made it a mini weekend get-away. It was fantastic. I
made a few mistakes, though, such as not actually completing my training. I didn’t follow any
training guidelines and ended up never running farther than six miles, before the race. That
wasn’t good training. Also, I went out for seafood the night before the race. This was a terrible
idea. As were the three cups of coffee prior to the race. I ended up using a port-a-potty every
mile of the race. Finishing the race felt like a huge victory, a burning victory… literally. My pants
didn’t fit right. I had chafing! So much chafing! I developed a theory: if you do not experience at
least one awful chafing episode: you haven’t pushed yourself hard enough. Or maybe your pants
just fit really well and you are a better planner than me.Fast-forward a year and after having baby
number two I felt like it was time to try a half marathon. Why the heck not? If not now, when? I



craved that feeling of accomplishment. So, I started training. The thing about lovely new babies
is that they do not care that you need to get in your morning run. They just need and want you. It
took more effort training for this race. And I was breastfeeding and needed to pump. But for this
race, I followed a basic training plan and ate better. The race itself went smoother. No constant
port-a-potty action or chafing. God bless the inventor of compression pants! This time my worst
fear was shooting milk at an innocent bystander, or even worse, a volunteer. I’m not a fast runner.
But under the fear of exploding boobies, I ran my best time. I do still sometimes fall off the
treadmill. It happens, so whatever!So do it! Jump in and start running. Maybe read a few running
articles and stay away from seafood. Just start running. It’s amazing.
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Ebook Library Reader, “A new runner’s guide with a humorous twist!. Great guide for beginning
runners with a twist of wonderful humor. Run on!”

The book by Beth Probst has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 3 people have provided feedback.
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